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Abstract
The use of social media has grown rapidly during the past few years, which provides a convenient
platform for users to communicate by inserting their native language into English and results in a large
amount of code mixed text. This way of communication is not only convenient but also reduces people’s
knowledge burden. They can express their opinions most simply and easily. However, it is quite difficult
for non-native speakers to understand these code mixed texts. Therefore, it is important to analyze the
sentiment expressed in these texts. This paper reports on our work in Dravidian- Codemix-Fire 20201 .
We propose a sentiment analysis mBERT-based model, and use self-attention to assign a weight to the
output of the BiLSTM, which further improve the analysis accuracy of the model. We test our model
on the data sets released by the organizers, and the performance of our system is very close to the best
system in the competition. We achieve the weighted average F1-scores of 0.73 and 0.64 in Malayalam
and Tamil languages, respectively, and both rank 2𝑛𝑑 .
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1. Introduction
There is an increasing number of people who will express their opinions on social media,
including comments on a new movie, expectations, suggestions for a new product, or the
responses to a new policy of the government. People will often use their most familiar native
language mixed with English to form code mixed text because this relaxed communication
way reduces their burden of language as a cognitive process. This is also why the code mixed
is becoming more and more common on social media. But for those who are not the native
speakers, fully understanding this code mixed texts can be a headache. Therefore, it is important
to provide a systematic approach to fully dig the sentiment information given by the code mixed
text.
Sentiment analysis is the task of determining subjective opinions or responses about a given
topic. For the past two decades, it has been an active area of academic and industrial research.
There is a growing need for sentiment analysis on social media code mixed text [1]. Code
mixing is a common phenomenon in the multilingual community and the code mixed text is
sometimes written in non-native scripts. Systems that train on monolingual data fail on code
mixed data because of the complexity of switching code between different language levels in
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text [2]. The complexities of this type of language include the presence of multilingual words,
transliteration, spelling variations, and so on.
This common task proposes a new gold standard corpus for sentiment analysis of code mixed
text in Dravidian (Malayalam-English and Tamil-English). This is the message level polarity
classification task. Given a YouTube comment, the system must categorize it into negative, notMalayalam (or not-Tamil), positive, unknown-state or mixed-feeling. We introduce a sentiment
analysis mBERT-based model (mBERT means BERT multilingual model) and use self-attention
to assign a weight to the output of the BiLSTM, which further improve the analysis accuracy
of the model. We also test our model on the data sets released by the organizers, and the
performance of our system is very close to the best system in the competition. We achieve the
weighted average F1-scores of 0.73 and 0.64 in Malayalam and Tamil languages, respectively,
and both rank 2𝑛𝑑 . Our code is available on GitHub1

2. Related Work
Code mixed text sentiment analysis seminal work was done by Joshi et al. [3] on Hindi text. The
sub-word level representations in LSTM (Sub word-LSTM) architecture have been proposed by
Prabhu et al. [4] on Hindi code mixed text. Shalini et al. [5] created the Kannada-English code
mixed corpus and provided distributed representation methods. Jhanwar et al. [6] combined an
ensemble model of character-n based LSTM and word-n based MBN to identify the sentiment of
Hindi-English code mixed data. The multilayer perceptron model has been used to identify the
polarity of the Bengali-English tweets by Ghosh et al[7]. Vijay et al. [8] proposed a supervised
classification system that used a variety of machine learning techniques to detect sentiment.
Lal et al. [9] proposed a hybrid architecture for the sentiment analysis task in English-Hindi
code mixed data. In [10], the author proposed a POS tag method for code mixed social media
text the recursive neural network-based language model (RNN-LM) architecture.
As mentioned above, there has been a lot of research on sentiment analysis in many different
code mixed types of languages. [11] is the first task about the sentiment analysis of code mixed
text in Dravidian language (Malayalam-English and Tamil-English).

3. Model Architecture
In this section, after a lot of experiments and comparisons that we choose the pre-trained
methods. Which is the mBERT-based model (mBERT means BERT2 multilingual model) [12].
It is a pre-trained model of the mBERT for multiple languages, because mBERT not only can
predict and train the next sentence, it can also help process the logical relationship between two
sentences. On the other hand, mBERT’s high hidden layer can learn rich semantic information
characteristics. Therefore, to obtain richer semantic information features [13], we also make
use of the top hidden layer state output of the mBERT and feed it to BiLSTM. Then we give
a weight for all hidden state output of the BiLSTM which helps in better classification of the
polarity of sentiment in multiple sentiment bearing units, and the output of the attention model
1
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the architecture

is a weighted sum of hidden representations at each hidden state. Finally, we concatenate the
original output of mBERT with the output weighted representation vector.
The principle of weight attention
Formally, let C be the set of characters and T be the set of input statements. The sentence s
∈T can be made of characters by [𝑐1 , ..., 𝑐l ] where l is the length of input, and the l = 60 in our
model. The 𝑖𝑡ℎ forward and backward hidden states of the BiLSTM are represented ⃖⃖⃗
ℎ𝑖 and ⃖⃖⃖
ℎ𝑖 ,
respectively. Concatenating ⃖⃖⃗
ℎ𝑖 and ⃖⃖⃖
ℎ𝑖 obtains the annotation 𝑘𝑖 :
𝑘𝑖 = [⃖⃖⃗
ℎ𝑖 ; ⃖⃖⃖
ℎ𝑖 ], (𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., l)

(1)

The attention weight 𝑎𝑖 of 𝑘𝑖 in the sentence s can be calculated by this following formula:
𝑥 = exp(𝑘𝑖 𝑇 𝑘𝑙 )

(2)

𝑙

𝑦 = ∑ exp(𝑘𝑖 𝑇 𝑘𝑙 )

(3)

𝑗=1

𝑎𝑖 =

𝑥
𝑦

(4)

And then we get the representation vector h by combination all the weighted outputs:
𝑙

h = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 𝑥𝑘𝑖
𝑖=1

(5)

Table 1
Class-wise statistics of the dataset for train, validation, and test set.
Languag

Split

Total

Neg

Pos

Not

Unknown

Mixed

Malayalam

Train
Validation
Test

4851
540
1348

549
51
138

2022
224
565

647
60
177

1344
161
398

289
44
70

Tamil

Train
Validation
Test

11335
1260
3149

1448
165
424

7627
857
2075

368
29
100

609
68
173

1283
141
377

Next, we do a reshape for h that let it keep the same dimensions with the 𝑃− 𝑂 output of
mBERT. Finally, we concatenate them into the classifier. The schematic overview of the model
architecture was shown in a of Figure 1.

4. Data Description
The aim of this task is to identify the sentiment polarity of a code mixed dataset of comments/posts in Dravidian (Malayalam and Tamil) collected from social media. Comments/posts
may contain more than one sentence, but the average sentence length of the corpus is 1. The
datasets consist of YouTube comments labeled into one of the five classes:
Negative(Neg): Tweets contain obvious emotions such as sadness, dissatisfaction, loss, or
offensive language. To express disgust or criticize some people.
Positive(Pos): A tweet that expresses happiness, satisfaction, praise for a person, group or
country.
Not-Malayalam or Not-Tamil(Not): For the language of Malayalam or Tamil, if the sentence does not include either Malayalam or Tamil, then it is not Malayalam or Tamil.
Unknown-state(Unknown): Tweets that represent facts, provide news, or belong to advertisements. There’s no obvious emotional expression.
Mixed-feeling(Mixed): Tweets explicitly or implicitly contain the user’s emotions.
Most datas given are written in Roman script, which have the mixture of these forms of
code-mixed sentences –Inter-Sentential switch, Intra-Sentential switch and Tag switching. The
specific data set details are given in table 1. The various types of data are unbalanced from
the table and more details about the dataset can be found in [14] and [15], and some of the
processing of code mixed text can be seen in [16].

5. Experiments and Results
In this work, we use mBERT-based as our pre-training model. Before the training, we randomly
shuffle the data and remove unwanted characters and emoticons (Generally, emoticons express
specific sentiment, and we will consider introducing an emoticons system in our future work
). Especially, the label of categorical sentiment values we encode as 0,1,2,3,4 to negative, notTamil(not-Malayalam), positive, unknown or mixed-feelings, respectively. This way is to give a

Table 2
Description of the results of the data sets given by the organizer
Language

Precision

Recall

F-Score

Malayalam-English
Tamil-English

0.73
0.63

0.73
0.67

0.73
0.64

Rank
2
2

numeric representation to the categorical sentiment data. Finally, we input the processed data
into our model. And here mBERT uses the WordPiece3 tool [17] for word segmentation and
inserts special separators ([CLS], which separates each sample) and separator ([SEP], which
separates different sentences in the sample) [18].
Here our model is implemented based on Pytorch. We use Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 1e-5 and Cross-Entropy Loss. The batch size is set to 8 and the gradient accumulation
steps is set to 4. The epochs and maximum length of the sentence are 5 and 60, respectively.
The measurement to evaluate the participating system is the weighted average F1-scores.
Table 2 shows the precision, recall and the weighted average F1-scores of our system. The final
ranking is based on the weighted average F1-scores and our submit system obtains the weighted
average F1-scores of 0.73 and 0.64 in Malayalam and Tamil languages, respectively.

6. Conclusion
With the increase of the social media text in popularity and influence, it is increasingly important
to analyze the sentiment attached to the text. In this paper, we perform a sentiment analysis on
Dravidian Languages (Malayalam-English and Tamil-English). We propose an mBERT-based
multilingual processing model. We also give the weights for the hidden state output of the
BiLSTM, and then we concatenate it with the original output of the mBERT. Our system achieves
very satisfying performance.
On the whole, the article uses mBERT to represent the code-mixed Dravidian text, which has
been feed to the BiLSTM (creates attention weighted vector representation of the vector). In the
end, the output of BiLSTM and attention layer of mBERT are concatenated for the classification.
This framework is well-combined with the help of both high level and low level. Through this
model, rich sentiment information is extracted to improve the classification accuracy. In future
work, we will consider incorporating emotional information into the classification system. On
the other hand, we consider the depth of the model as far as the data allows.
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